Project

Driver.java and the sample tests are available.

Phase IIIa interviews (demos, really) are next week. Your TAs will contact you to schedule these.

Phase IIIa requirements are only what the handout says:

1. Launch and start the main activity.
2. Take some input from the user and use it (in a .java class).
3. Transition from one Activity to another Activity and carry information between the two Activitys in an intent.
4. Use at least one class from your back-end (implemented in Phase II of the project) intelligently.
Marks, remarks, etc.

I will contact students when their midterm remark is done.

Phase I marks will be entered into MarkUs shortly.

Phase II marks will likely be released today:
autotests: via your repo
TA evaluation of all other criteria: via MarkUs

Before the exam, we plan to post all of your term grades.

On the last day of class, we will discuss the exam.